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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method for modulating a symbol in a transmitter of an 
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) sys 
tem. The symbol modulation method includes multiplying an 
input stream of an Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) unit 
by a TWiddling factor for circular-shifting the input stream of 
the IFFT unit by a Cyclic Pre?x (CP) length; performing IFFT 
on the input stream of the IFFT unit, Which is multiplied by 
the TWiddling factor; buffering data corresponding to the CP 
length beginning from a front of an output stream of the IFFT 

Appl. No.: 11/966,249 unit; and generating an OFDM symbol by forward-copying 
the buffered data to a back of the output stream of the IFFT 

Filed: Dec. 28, 2007 unit 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
MODULATING SYMBOLS IN AN 

ORTHOGONAL FREQUENCY DIVISION 
MULTIPLEXING SYSTEM AND 

TRANSMISSION APPARATUS USING THE 
SAME 

PRIORITY 

[0001] This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. § 
119(a) to a Korean Patent Application ?led in the Korean 
Intellectual Property O?ice on Dec. 28, 2006 and assigned 
Ser. No. 2006-137082, the disclosure of Which is incorpo 
rated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 
[0003] The present invention relates generally to a method 
and apparatus for modulating symbols in a Wireless commu 
nication system, and in particular, to a method and apparatus 
for ef?ciently modulating symbols in an Orthogonal Fre 
quency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) system, and a trans 
mitter using the same. 
[0004] 2. Description of the Related Art 
[0005] With the ongoing development of the communica 
tion industry and the increasing user demands for packet 
services, there is an increasing need for communication sys 
tems that are capable of e?iciently providing the packet ser 
vices. Ihe conventional communication networks, as they 
have been developed to mainly provide voice services, have 
narroWer data transmission bandWidths and higher service 
charges. To solve these problems, extensive research is being 
conducted on Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 
(OFDM), Which is the typical example of the broadband 
packet transmission scheme. 
[0006] OFDM, the typical multi-carrier transmission 
scheme of overlapping multiple orthogonal subcarriers, con 
ver‘ts a serial input symbol stream into parallel streams and 
modulates each of the parallel streams With multiple orthogo 
nal subcarriers before transmission. It is knoWn that the 
OFDM scheme can provide an e?icient platform for high 
speed data transmission using its robustness against multi 
path fading. 
[0007] The Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple 
Access (OFDMA) system recently attracting public atten 
tion, Which is an OFDM-based multiple access system, 
divides the frequency domain into subchannels each having a 
plurality of subcarriers, and allocates the subchannels to the 
users individually to perform resource allocation taking both 
the time and frequency domains into account, thereby accom 
modating multiple users With the limited frequency 
resources. Herein, the use of the term “OFDM system” Will be 
construed to include the OFDMA system. 
[0008] The OFDM scheme, as it divides an input data 
stream into NS subcarriers before transmission, can reduce NS 
times the relative multipath spread for the symbol period by 
increasing the symbol interval NS times. Because transmis 
sion of the OFDM symbols is processed on a block-by-block 
basis, While the OFDM symbols are transmitted over multiple 
paths, the currently transmitted OFDM symbol may receive 
interference from the previously transmitted OFDM symbol. 
As is Well knoWn, a scheme for inserting a guard interval 
betWeen consecutive blocks is used to e?iciently cancel the 
inter-OFDM symbol interference, or Inter-Symbol Interfer 
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ence (ISI). The guard interval is selected to be longer than the 
expected delay spread so that the multipath component from 
a previous OFDM symbol Will not interfere With a current 
OFDM symbol. 
[0009] For the OFDM symbols, a Cyclic Pre?x (CP) inser 
tion scheme for copying a partial interval of an OFDM sym 
bol and cyclically-concatenating the copy to the guard inter 
val is used to prevent Inter-Channel Interference (ICI). The 
‘CP insertion’ refers to an operation of copying a block of, for 
example, a length NCP at the back of an OFDM symbol and 
?lling the guard interval With the copied block. Even though 
a subcarrier delay occurs by the CP insertion, an integer 
period is maintained in a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) inter 
val, guaranteeing the orthogonality, and only a phase rotation 
caused by the delay occurs, making it possible to prevent the 
ICI. 
[0010] In the OFDM system, a symbol modulation scheme 
parallel-converts serial input data into a number of parallel 
data streams equal to the number of subcarriers, and modu 
lates each of the parallel-converted data streams With its asso 
ciated subcarrier. Subcarrier modulation/demodulation can 
be realiZed by Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and Inverse 
Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT). Because the DFT and 
IDFT have the higher hardWare complexity and the higher 
calculation, they can be realiZed using Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) and Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) algorithms, 
respectively, to perform the high-speed operation While 
reducing the complexity and the calculation. 
[0011] The CP insertion is performed in a symbol modula 
tion process of the OFDM system, and for the CP insertion, an 
output of IFFT is stored in a buffer of a transmitter. In this 
Way, for the CP insertion, the modulation process of the 
OFDM symbol should store the IFFT output in the buffer 
until the samples disposed at the back of the IFFT output are 
output, inevitably causing a delay. In addition, for hardWare, 
there is a need for a buffer for storing all the output of the 
IFFT. Therefore, a reduction in the delay and the required 
buffer capacity (or required buffer siZe), if possible, can 
improve performance of the transmitter in the OFDM system. 
That is, for the performance improvement of the transmitter 
in the OFDM system, there is a need for an apparatus and 
method capable of reducing the delay and the required buffer 
capacity. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0012] An aspect of the present invention is to address at 
least the problems and/or disadvantages described herein and 
to provide at least the advantages described beloW. Accord 
ingly, an aspect of the present invention is to provide a symbol 
modulation method and apparatus capable of reducing the 
delay occurring in a transmitter of an OFDM system, and a 
transmitter using the same. 
[0013] Another aspect of the present invention is to provide 
a symbol modulation method and apparatus capable of reduc 
ing the buffer siZe required in a transmitter of an OFDM 
system, and a transmitter using the same. 
[0014] According to one aspect of the present invention, 
there is provided a method for modulating a symbol in a 
transmitter of an Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex 
ing (OFDM) system. The symbol modulation method 
includes multiplying an input stream of an Inverse Fast Fou 
rier Transform (IFFT) unit by a TWiddling factor for circular 
shifting the input stream of the IFFT unit by a Cyclic Pre?x 
(CP) length; performing IFFT on the input stream of the IFFT 
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unit, Which is multiplied by the TWiddling factor; buffering 
data corresponding to the CP length beginning from a front of 
an output stream of the IFFT unit; and generating an OFDM 
symbol by forWard-copying the buffered data to a back of the 
output stream of the IFFT unit. 
[0015] According to another aspect of the present inven 
tion, there is provided an apparatus for modulating a symbol 
in a transmitter of an Orthogonal Frequency Division Multi 
plexing (OFDM) system. The symbol modulation method 
includes a TWiddling factor generator for generating a TWid 
dling factor used for circular-shifting frequency-domain data 
by a Cyclic Pre?x (CP) length, the frequency-domain data 
undergoing Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT); a multi 
plier for multiplying the frequency-domain data by the TWid 
dling factor; an IFFT unit for performing IFFT on the fre 
quency-domain data multiplied by the TWiddling factor; and 
a CP inserter for buffering the IFFT-transformed output 
stream beginning from a forefront thereof by a CP length, and 
adding the buffered stream to a back of the output stream. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0016] The above and other aspects, features and advan 
tages of the present invention Will become more apparent 
from the folloWing detailed description When taken in con 
junction With the accompanying draWings in Which: 
[0017] FIG. 1 illustrates reverse CP copying performed in a 
general OFDM system; 
[0018] FIG. 2 illustrates a structure of a general OFDM 
symbol modulator; 
[0019] FIG. 3 illustrates a Signal FloW Graph (SFG) in a 
Decimation-In-Frequency (DIF) IFFT; 
[0020] FIG. 4 illustrates an SFG in a DIT IFFT; 
[0021] FIG. 5 illustrates the concept of forWard CP copying 
according to an embodiment of the present invention; 
[0022] FIG. 6 illustrates a structure of a transmission appa 
ratus in an OFDM system according to a ?rst embodiment of 
the present invention; 
[0023] FIG. 7 illustrates a structure of an OFDM symbol 
modulation apparatus according to the ?rst embodiment of 
the present invention; 
[0024] FIG. 8 illustrates an OFDM symbol modulation 
method according to the ?rst embodiment of the present 
invention; 
[0025] FIG. 9 illustrates a structure of a transmission appa 
ratus in an OFDM system according to a second embodiment 
of the present invention; 
[0026] FIG. 10 illustrates a structure of an OFDM symbol 
modulation apparatus according to the second embodiment of 
the present invention; 
[0027] FIG. 11 illustrates an OFDM symbol modulation 
method according to the second embodiment of the present 
invention; 
[0028] FIG. 12 illustrates a structure of an OFDM symbol 
modulation apparatus according to a third embodiment of the 
present invention; and 
[0029] FIG. 13 illustrates an OFDM symbol modulation 
method according to the third embodiment of the present 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[003 0] Preferred embodiments of the present invention Will 
noW be described in detail With reference to the annexed 
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draWings. In the folloWing description, a detailed description 
of knoWn functions and con?gurations incorporated herein 
has been omitted for clarity and conciseness. 
[0031] A transmitter of an OFDM system includes an 
OFDM symbol modulator for modulating bit data into an 
OFDM symbol. The OFDM symbol modulator inserts a CP 
for ISI prevention into an IFFT output, and buffers the IFFT 
output in the CP insertion process. The increase in the 
required buffer capacity and/or the delay occurring during CP 
insertion in the OFDM symbol modulator are caused by the 
samples of an IFFT output corresponding to the CP being 
output at the back of an NFFT-symbol stream in terms of time. 
Therefore, the present invention provides a technology for 
alloWing the samples corresponding to the CP to be output 
from the beginning of an NFFT-symbol stream output from 
IFFT, thereby reducing the required buffer capacity and also 
preventing the delay occurring during CP insertion. In addi 
tion, the present invention provides a technology for perform 
ing bit-reversed (re)ordering for CP insertion at the front 
stage of IFFT in a parallel Way, thereby further reducing the 
delay occurring during CP insertion. 
[0032] For a better understanding of the present invention, 
a detailed description Will noW be made of (i) the type of an 
FFT algorithm applied to the general OFDM symbol modu 
lator, (ii) the reasons Why the delay occurs during CP inser 
tion, and (iii) the reasons Why more than tWo buffers are 
required for the general OFDM symbol modulator. 
[0033] First, DFT and IDFT are de?ned by Equation (1) 
and Equation (2), respectively. 

[0034] Actually, the DFT and IDFT are realiZed using an 
FFT algorithm to perform high-speed operations While reduc 
ing the hardWare calculations.A siZe NFFTof the FFT is equal 
to the total number NS of subcarriers. The FFT algorithm can 
be classi?ed into a Decimation-In-Frequency (DIF) scheme 
and Decimation-In-Time (DIT) scheme. During the actual 
hardWare design of the FFT, to reduce the hardWare complex 
ity, it is preferable to use a Pipeline FFT rather than realiZing 
the FFT in a parallel Way according to a Signal FloW Graph 
(SFG) of the FFT. The Pipeline FFT is chie?y used for an 
application ?eld requiring high performance. This is because 
the Pipeline FFT, compared to the FFT realiZed according to 
the SFG, has loWer hardWare complexity, has a regular FFT 
architecture, has simpler control, and enables serial input and 
serial output. 
[0035] As shoWn in FIG. 1, for OFDM symbol modulation, 
the general OFDM/OFDMA scheme reverse-copies the back 
107 of a total of NFFT samples output from IFFT back to the 
forefront (or head) of IFFT output 103, and attaches the copy 
to a guard interval 105. The CP copied to the guard interval 
105 uses NCP samples in the backmost portion of the OFDM 
symbol 101. 
[0036] The general OFDM symbol modulator that uses the 
reverse copy scheme for CP insertion has the structure of FIG. 
2. In the DIF scheme-based IFFT 201 (hereinafter referred to 
as ‘DIF IFFT’) shoWn in FIG. 2, While the input bits are 
ordered, the output bits are bit-reversed ordered. On the con 
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trary, in the DIT scheme-based IFFT (hereinafter referred to 
as ‘DIT IFFT’), While the input bits are bit-reversed ordered, 
the output bits are ordered. This is because of the butter?y 
structure of the IFFT. For example, When the total number of 
NFFT samples ofthe IFFT is 8, DIF SFG is as shoWn in FIG. 
3 and DIT SFG is as shoWn in FIG. 4. In FIGS. 3 and 4, 
reference numerals 301 and 401 indicate inputs of DIF IFFT 
and DIT IFFT, respectively, and reference numerals 303 and 
403 indicate outputs of DIF IFFT and DIT IFFT, respectively. 
It can be appreciated that for DIF IFFT, the output bits are 
bit-reversed ordered as shoWn in FIG. 3, and for DIT IFFT, the 
input bits are bit-reversed ordered as shoWn in FIG. 4. There 
fore, the OFDM symbol modulator needs a bit-reversed 
ordering unit 203 for reordering the bit data bit-reversed 
ordered at one of input/output ends of IFFT as shoWn in FIG. 
2. The ‘bit-reversed ordering’ refers to an operation in Which 
When a number n is expressed in binary format, bits of the 
binary number are ordered in a reverse order as shoWn in 
Table 1. For example, for input bits ‘001’, their bit-reversed 
ordered output bits are ‘ 100’. 

TABLE 1 

Bit reversed order Bit reversed order 
Order (decimal) Order (binary) (binary) (decimal) 

0 000 000 0 
l 001 100 4 
2 010 010 2 
3 01 l l 10 6 
4 100 001 l 
5 101 101 5 
6 l l 0 01 l 3 
7 ll 1 1 ll 7 

[0037] Turning back to the description of FIG. 2, because 
the inputs of DIF IFFT are alloWed to be sequentially input to 
DIF IFFT but the outputs are output from DIF IFFT after 
undergoing bit-reversed ordering, there is a need for an IFFT 
output memory for bit reordering, and the output memory is 
prepared in the bit-reversed ordering unit 203. Similarly, 
because the inputs of DIT IFFT are input to DIT IFFT after 
undergoing bit-reversed ordering, there is a need for an IFFT 
input memory for bit-reversed ordering. To this end, a bit 
reversed ordering unit (not shoWn) serving as the input 
memory is prepared in the front stage of the DIT IFFT. 

[0038] A CP inserter 205 of FIG. 2, because it should 
reverse-copy NCP samples at the back of an IFFT output, 
needs at least tWo buffers (memories) having an OFDM sym 
bol siZe. In the conventional scheme, to complete one OFDM 
symbol, a delay occurs until NCP samples are output at the 
back of an IFFT output, and a total of NFFT samples of the 
IFFT output are stored in a ?rst symbol buffer 2050 in the CP 
inserter 205. In terms of the delay, because for reverse copy, 
the CP inserter 205 cannot output data to the next block until 
the data of NFFT samples are input to the buffer, the time delay 
corresponding to the NFFT samples occurs. 
[0039] Because the CP insertion process occurs every sym 
bol interval, data input from the IFFT 201 and data output to 
a ?lter (not shoWn), or the next stage, should be simulta 
neously performed in the CP inserter 205. Therefore, the 
OFDM symbol modulator 200 of FIG. 2 needs at least tWo 
buffers having the siZe of the IFFT 201, such as the ?rst 
symbol buffer 2050 for receiving the data output from the 
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IFFT 201 and a second symbol buffer 205d for outputting the 
data to the ?lter, and ?rst and second sWitches 205a and 2051) 
each sWitch inputs and outputs to/from the ?rst and second 
symbol buffers 2050 and 205d. That is, in the input/output 
scheme applied in FIG. 2, While the ?rst symbol buffer 2050 
is ?lled up, data of the second symbol buffer 205d is output 
and sWitched by the ?rst and second symbol buffers 2050 and 
205d in the next symbol interval. 

[0040] As described above, the output end of DIF IFFT 
needs an operation of bit-reordering the output bit stream, and 
the input end of DIT IFFT needs an operation of bit-reorder 
ing the input bit stream. The tWo methods both need a buffer 
for bit reordering, and in terms of the delay, the OFDM 
symbol modulator cannot output the data to the next block 
until the data of NFFTIFFT samples is received, causing the 
time delay corresponding to the N FFT sample. As to the reason 
Why the required buffer capacity and the delay happens, When 
the conventional CP insertion scheme is used, the samples 
corresponding to the CP are output at the back of an NFFT 
symbol stream in terms of time. Therefore, in order to add the 
CP, it is necessary to buffer the entire IFFT output stream, and 
further, it is necessary to copy samples corresponding to the 
CP in the entire IFFT output stream and reverse-add the 
copied samples. In addition, the bit-reversed ordering process 
is needed for the inputting/ outputting of the IFFT, causing the 
time delay. 
[0041] Therefore, proposed herein is a neW scheme for 
alloWing the value corresponding to the CP to be output 
beginning from the front of a total of NFFTsamples during the 
output of the IFFT, thereby reducing the delay occurring 
during CP insertion and the required buffer capacity. If the 
bit-reversed ordering performed during the inputting/output 
ting of the IFFT is performed in parallel, the delay occurring 
during CP insertion and the required buffer capacity can be 
further reduced, and the hardWare complexity can also be 
reduced. 

[0042] With reference to FIGS. 5 to 13, a detailed descrip 
tion Will noW be made of embodiments of the present inven 
tion. The embodiments of the present invention Will be 
described in light of 3 vieWpoints. 
[0043] After the basic concept of the present invention is 
?rst described With reference to FIG. 5, a ?rst embodiment for 
forWard-copying a CP for an output of the DIT IFFT to 
thereby reduce the required buffer capacity and the delay 
occurring during CP insertion Will be described With refer 
ence to FIGS. 6 to 8. Thereafter, a second embodiment for 
parallel-performing not only the forWard CP copying but also 
the bit-reversed ordering required at the input/ output ends of 
the DIT IFFT to thereby further reduce the delay occurring 
during CP insertion and the required buffer capacity Will be 
described With reference to FIGS. 9 to 1 1, and a third embodi 
ment for performing forWard CP copying on the output of the 
DIF IFFT to thereby reduce the required buffer capacity and 
the delay occurring during CP insertion Will be described 
With reference to FIGS. 12 and 13. 

[0044] FIG. 5 illustrates the concept of forWard CP copying 
according to an embodiment of the present invention. 

[0045] IFFT, a realiZation algorithm designed to quickly 
perform the IDFT calculation fast, folloWs all the basic char 
acteristics of the IDFT. For example, the intact circular shift 
characteristic and periodicity of the IDFT can be applied even 
in the IFFT. The circular shift characteristic and periodicity of 
the IDFT are as folloWs. Equation (3) indicates the circular 
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shift characteristic of the IDFT, and Equation (4) indicates the 
periodicity of the IDFT. 

X[k] :X?HN] (3) 

Where N denotes the number of points of the IDFT. 

eZ,0§n§N (4) 

Where WN” denotes a TWiddling factor for the DFT calcula 
tion, and WN”:exp(j2rcn/N). 
[0046] If the characteristics of Equation (3) and Equation 
(4) are applied to the IFFT-based OFDM modulation process, 
the result of Equation (5) can be derived. 

X[(" — NCP) mod NFFT] 

XIV! — NCP + NFFT) mod NFFT] 

where F1 denotes the IFFT calculation, and k and n denote 
index values of an input stream and an output stream of the 
IFFT, respectively, and have an integer value betWeen 0 to 
NFFIFI. Further, NCP denotes a length of a CP sample, and 
NF” denotes an FFT siZe and is equal to the number of sub 
carriers. When the IFFT is performed by multiplying the 
input stream of the IFFT by a TWiddling factor corresponding 
to the length of a CP sample, the output of the IFFT undergoes 
circular rotation (or circular shift). In addition, When a value 
NCP is applied to the circular shift as shoWn in Equation (5), 
it is possible to obtain the result that the part corresponding to 
the CP value is ?rst output from the IFFT and the remaining 
values are output folloWing the corresponding part. As a 
result, When compared to the conventional scheme, the CP 
that should be copied last is ?rst output by circular shift. 
Therefore, With the use of Equation (5), it is possible to 
forWard-copy the CP part from the front of an IFFT output as 
shoWn in FIG. 5. 
[0047] In FIG. 5, an output 503 ofthe IFFT is assumed to be 
circular-shifted by a sample length NCP of a CP interval using 
the TWiddling factor. Under this assumption, the present 
invention ?rst buffers the front of an OFDM symbol 501 
Where data of a CP interval 507 in the entire output 503 of the 
IFFT is located. Thereafter, if the output 503 of the IFFT is 
completed, the invention forWard-copies the buffered data of 
the CP interval 507 and attaches it to the back 505 of the 
OFDM symbol. 
[0048] By circular-rotating the IFFT output by the CP inter 
val using the TWiddling factor and then forWard-copying the 
result as described above, the neW scheme can insert a CP into 
an OFDM symbol Without buffering all samples of the IFFT 
output like that of the conventional scheme described in FIG. 
1, thereby contributing to a reduction in the buffer capacity 
(or buffer siZe) required for the OFDM symbol modulator. In 
addition, the neW scheme can perform CP insertion Without 
Waiting until all samples of IFFT are buffered like that of the 
conventional scheme, thereby contributing to a reduction in 
the delay occurring during CP insertion. 
[0049] A detailed description Will noW be made of the ?rst 
embodiment to the third embodiment of the present invention, 
all of Which use the forWard CP copying. 

First Embodiment 

[0050] FIG. 6 illustrates a structure of a transmission appa 
ratus in an OFDM system according to the ?rst embodiment 
of the present invention. A transmission apparatus 600 of 
FIG. 6 includes an encoder 601, a mapper 603, a subcarrier 
allocator 605, a scrambling code generator 607, a multiplier 
609, an OFDM symbol modulator 611, a ?lter 613, a Digital 
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to-Analog Converter (DAC) 615, a Radio Frequency (RF) 
processor 617, and an antenna 619. Among the elements of 
FIG. 6, the remaining elements except for the OFDM symbol 
modulator 611 are equal to the corresponding elements of the 
general OFDM transmitter for encoding bit data, performing 
symbol mapping thereon, allocating subcarriers to the 
mapped data, spreading scrambling codes by multiplying, 
?ltering an OFDM symbol, and transmitting it With a radio 
signal, so a detailed description thereof Will be omitted 
herein. The OFDM symbol modulator 611 not only performs 
IFFT on the input data but also performs forWard CP copying 
thereon according to the present invention in the CP insertion 
process. 
[0051] FIG. 7 illustrates a structure of an OFDM symbol 
modulation apparatus according to the ?rst embodiment of 
the present invention. The apparatus shoWn in FIG. 7 indi 
cates the OFDM symbol modulator 611 of FIG. 6. 
[0052] The apparatus of FIG. 7 is an embodiment using 
DIT IFFT 707, Which performs forWard CP copying in such a 
manner that input bits of the IFFT undergo bit-reversed order 
ing. In FIG. 7, a TWiddling factor generator 701 sequentially 
outputs TWiddling factors that should be multiplied by data 
X[k] in the frequency domain by a multiplier 703. According 
to the characteristics of the TWiddling factors, the number of 
TWiddling factors that should be generated depending on the 
value k of the input data X[k] is limited to, for example, 
NFFT/NCP Where N FFT denotes the total number (or length) of 
samples of an IFFT output, and NCP denotes the number (or 
length) of samples of a CP interval. 
[0053] If indexes of the limited number of TWiddling fac 
tors are de?ned as a ‘TWiddling factor number’, the TWiddling 
factor multiplied by the input bits according to the TWiddling 
factor number is expressed as Equation (6). 

TWiddling factor (TWiddling factor number):exp(— 
j2n*TWiddling factor number*NCP/NFFT) (6) 

[0054] In addition, the TWiddling factor number according 
to the index k of the input data X[k] has a relationship of 
Equation (7). 

TWiddling factor number(k):(k mod(NFFT/NCP)), kIO, 
1,2, . . . NWT-1 (7) 

[0055] For example, if a CP length is assumed to be 1/s of the 
FFT siZe like in the WiMAX standard, the number of TWid 
dling factor numbers is limited to 8, and the TWiddling factors 
that should be multiplied according to the 8 TWiddling factor 
numbers are as shoWn in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

Index TWiddling factor number TWiddling factor 

If(k mod 8) = 0 0 l 

If(k mod 8) = l l 1 
— (—l — i) 

\/2_ 

If(k mod 8) = 2 2 —i 

If(k mod 8) = 3 3 1 
— (1 — 1) 

\E 

If(k mod 8) = 4 4 _1 

If(k mod 8) = 5 5 1 1 
— (— + i) 

\/2_ 
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TABLE 2-continued 

Index TWiddling factor number TWiddling factor 

If(k mod 8) = 6 6 i 

If(k mod 8) = 7 7 1 (l ,) 
— + 1 

\E 

[0056] The TWiddling factor multiplied by an input stream 
to IFFT 707 in the multiplier 703 of FIG. 7 is set such that an 
output of IFFT 707 is circular-shifted by a length of a CP 
sample. A bit-reversed ordering unit 705 bit-reversed orders 
an IFFT input multiplied by the TWiddling factor, and the 
IFFT 707 performs IFFT according to the DIT scheme. Here, 
an IFFT output, compared to the general IFFT output, is the 
data circular-shifted by a sample length NCP of the CP inter 
val. 

[0057] A CP inserter 709 of FIG. 7 includes ?rst and second 
sWitches 709a and 709b, and a CP buffer 7090. The ?rst 
sWitch 709a performs sWitching so as to store the data of only 
the CP interval in the CP buffer 7090 at the front of an IFFT 
output stream While outputting an IFFT output to the second 
sWitch 70919. The second switch 709!) performs sWitching so 
as to output the IFFT output delivered from the ?rst sWitch 
70911 to a ?lter (indicated by reference numeral 613 of FIG. 
6), or the next stage, and after the output of IFFT 707 is 
completed in the corresponding block, outputs the data stored 
in the CP buffer 7090 to the ?lter 613 folloWing the corre 
sponding output. The sWitching and buffering operation of 
the CP inserter 709 can be performed by an undepicted con 
troller. 

[0058] FIG. 8 illustrates an OFDM symbol modulation 
method according to the ?rst embodiment of the present 
invention. The method of FIG. 8 Will be described With ref 
erence to FIG. 7. 

[0059] In step 801, a TWiddling factor generator 701 gen 
erates a TWiddling factor for forWard CP copying, and mul 
tiplies the generated TWiddling factor by a transmission sig 
nal being input to an IFFT 707 by means of a multiplier 703. 
In step 803, a bit-reversed ordering unit 705 bit-reverse orders 
the transmission signal multiplied by the TWiddling factor, 
and outputs the resulting transmission signal to the IFFT 707. 
In step 805, the IFFT 707 performs the DIT IFFT on the 
bit-reversed ordered transmission signal, and outputs the 
IFFT data circularishifted by a CP length. A CP inserter 709 
buffers a CP part at the front of the IFFT output in step 807, 
and attaches the buffered CP part to the back of the IFFT 
output in step 809. 
[0060] According to the ?rst embodiment, the neW scheme 
can insert a CP into an OFDM symbol Without the need for 
buffering all of the samples of the IFFT output like that of the 
conventional scheme, and can also perform CP insertion 
Without Waiting until all samples of the IFFT are buffered. 
[0061] When the DIT IFFT is used as described in the ?rst 
embodiment, it is possible to parallel-perform the bit-re 
versed ordering and circular shift required in the IFFT input at 
the front stage of IFFT. In this case, the IFFT output can be 
used. 

[0062] Next, the second embodiment Will propose a 
scheme of performing bit-reversed ordering and circular shift 
for an IFFT input at the front stage of IFFT. 
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Second Embodiment 

[0063] FIG. 9 illustrates a structure of a transmission appa 
ratus in an OFDM system according to the second embodi 
ment of the present invention. A transmission apparatus 900 
of FIG. 9 includes an encoder 901, a mapper 903, a subcarrier 
allocator 905, a scrambling code generator 907, a TWiddling 
factor generator 909, a multiplier 910, an OFDM symbol 
modulator 911, a ?lter 913, a DAC 915, an RF processor 917, 
and an antenna 919. In the transmission apparatus of FIG. 9, 
its basic operation of encoding bit data, performing symbol 
mapping thereon, allocating subcarriers to the mapped data, 
spreading scrambling codes by multiplying, ?ltering an 
OFDM symbol, and transmitting it With a radio signal is equal 
to the operation of the general OFDM transmitter, so a 
detailed description thereof Will be omitted herein. 

[0064] HoWever, according to the present invention, the 
transmission apparatus of FIG. 9 includes, at the front stage of 
the OFDM symbol modulator 911, the TWiddling factor gen 
erator 909 for generating TWiddling factors for circular shift, 
and further includes bit-reversed ordering units 905a, 907a 
and 90911 for bit-reversed ordering outputs of the subcarrier 
allocator 905, the scrambling code generator 907 and the 
TWiddling factor generator 909, respectively. Among the bit 
reversed ordering units 905a, 907a and 90911, the bit-reversed 
ordering unit 907a included in the scrambling code generator 
907 and the bit-reversed ordering unit 909a included in the 
TWiddling factor generator 909 may not be needed in the 
actual con?guration, because the scrambling code generator 
907 can be designed such that it generates scrambling codes 
to be multiplied by the bit-reversed ordered transmission 
signal during the generation of the scrambling codes. Simi 
larly, the TWiddling factor generator 909 can also be con?g 
ured such that it generates TWiddling factors to be multiplied 
by the bit-reversed ordered transmission signal during the 
generation of the TWiddling factors. The OFDM symbol 
modulator 911 performs the IFFT on the input data and also 
performs the forWard CP copying on the input data in the CP 
insertion process according to the present invention. 
[0065] By parallel-performing forWard CP copying andbit 
reversed ordering on the transmission signal being input to 
the IFFT at the front stage of the OFDM symbol modulator 
911 according to the second embodiment of FIG. 2, the neW 
scheme can further reduce the buffer capacity required in the 
OFDM symbol modulator 911 and the delay occurring during 
CP insertion. 

[0066] In the general OFDM transmitter, because the ele 
ment such as the subcarrier allocator 905 already has an 
internal buffer for performing its corresponding operation, 
the inclusion of the bit-reversed ordering unit 90511 in FIG. 9 
may not need a separate memory for bit-reversed ordering of 
the transmission signal, because the OFDM transmitter only 
needs to simply bit-reverse order an allocation address for the 
input data during subcarrier allocation. To this end, for sub 
carrier allocation, the subcarrier allocator 905 of FIG. 9 can 
use the allocation scheme in Which bit-reversed ordering for 
input data has already been re?ected. Equation (8) de?nes an 
allocation algorithm Where the bit-reversed ordering for input 
data has already been re?ected in the subcarrier allocator 905 
of FIG. 9. 

Allocated data (k'):bit reversed (Allocated data (k)), 
k:0,l,2, . . . ,NFFrl Where k’Ibit reversed(k), k’:0,l, 

2,. . .NFFT—1 (8) 
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[0067] Similarly, the multiplier 910 Where the TWiddling 
factors are multiplied can be designed using the existing 
multiplier (indicated by reference numeral 609 of FIG. 6) 
Where the scrambling codes are multiplied. 
[0068] In the second embodiment of FIG. 9, because the 
data bit-reversed ordered by the subcarrier allocator 905 is 
output, the scrambling code generator 907 and the TWiddling 
factor generator 909 also output the scrambling codes and the 
TWiddling factors, respectively, in Which the bit-reversed 
ordering has already been re?ected according to the folloWing 
method. 
[0069] The bit-reversed ordering method for the TWiddling 
factor Will ?rst be described. 
[0070] While the TWiddling factor number based on the 
index k of the TWiddling factor can be expressed as Equation 
(7) in the ?rst embodiment, the TWiddling factor number of 
the bit-reversed ordering-re?ected TWiddling factor can be 
expressed as Equation (9) for the index k' of the bit-reversed 
ordered input data. 

TWiddling factor number(k'):bit reversed(rou_nd(k7 
NCP)) Where k'Ibit reversed(k), k’:0,l,2, . . . ,NFFrl (9) 

Where ‘round’ refers to a rounding operator. The TWiddling 
factor determined according to the TWiddling factor number 
in Equation (9) is equal to that determined before the bit 
reversed ordering is applied, and is determined as shoWn in 
Equation (6). 
[0071] For example, ifa ratio ofNFFT to NCP is 8:1 like in 
the WiMAX standard, the TWiddling factors generated by the 
TWiddling factor generator 909 of FIG. 9 according to the 
index k' of the bit-reversed ordered input data are as shoWn in 
Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

k’ (bit reversed 
reordering index) TWiddling factor number TWiddling factor 

0~NCP — l 0 l 

NCP~2 * NCP — l 4 —l 

2 * NCP~3 * NCP — l 2 —i 

3*NCP~4*NCP—I 6 i 

4*NCP~5*NCP—l l 1 
— (—l — i) 

\E 

5*NCP~6*NCP—l 5 1 
— (—1 + i) 
\E 

6*NCP~7*NCP—I 3 1 
—(1 — i) 
\E 

7*NCP~8*NCP—I 7 1 l 
—( +1) 
V? 

[0072] The scrambling codes generated by the scrambling 
code generator 907 of FIG. 9 are also bit-reversed ordered and 
then multiplied by the bit-reversed ordered input data, and a 
description of the bit-reversed ordering method Will be 
described beloW. The bit-reversed ordering method can pre 
viously generate scrambling codes according to the index k' 
of the bit-reversed ordered data using the corresponding 
scrambling seed, and store the generated scrambling codes in 
the memory for later use. That is, the bit-reversed ordering 
units 905a, 907a and 90911 of FIG. 9 can be realiZed by means 
of the memories used by the subcarrier allocator 905, the 
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scrambling code generator 907 and the TWiddling factor gen 
erator 909, respectively. As to the memory used by the scram 
bling code generator 907, it can be understood that because 
the scrambling code is l-bit data, its required memory capac 
ity is very loW. 
[0073] The scrambling codes are output in order of bit 
reversed ordering made according to Equation (10). 

Scrambling code(k'):bit reversed(scrambling code 
(scrambling seed,k)), k:0,l,2, . . . NpprlWh?l‘? k'Ibit 

reversed(k), k’:0,l,2, . . . ,NFFT—I (10) 

[0074] FIG. 10 illustrates a structure of an OFDM symbol 
modulation apparatus according to the second embodiment of 
the present invention. The apparatus shoWn in FIG. 10 indi 
cates the OFDM symbol modulator 911 of FIG. 9. 
[0075] In the OFDM symbol modulation apparatus 1000 of 
FIG. 10, the input data is received after it underWent bit 
reversed ordering in a parallel Way at its front stage as 
described above. IFFT 1001 performs IFFT on the bit-re 
versed ordered input data according to the DIT scheme. The 
IFFT output, compared to the general IFFT output, is the data 
circular-shifted by a sample length NCP of a CP interval. A CP 
inserter 1003 of FIG. 10 includes ?rst and second sWitches 
1003a and 1003b, and a CP buffer 1003c, and its operation is 
equal to that of the CP inserter 709 of FIG. 7, so a detailed 
description thereof Will be omitted. 
[0076] FIG. 11 illustrates an OFDM symbol modulation 
method according to the second embodiment of the present 
invention. The method of FIG. 11 Will be described With 
reference to FIG. 10. 
[0077] In step 1101, a front stage of IFFT 1001 multiplies 
the bit-reversed ordered input transmission signal by a TWid 
dling factor for forWard CP copying. Thereafter, in step 1103, 
the IFFT 1001 performs the DIT IFFT on the bit-reversed 
ordered transmission signal, and outputs the IFFT data circu 
lar-shifted by a CP length. A CP inserter 1003 buffers a CP 
part at the front of the IFFT output in step 1105, and attaches 
the buffered CP part to the back of the IFFT output in step 
1107. 
[0078] According to the second embodiment, the neW 
scheme can insert a CP into an OFDM symbol Without the 
need of buffering all of the samples of the IFFT output like 
that of the conventional scheme, and can also perform CP 
insertion Without Waiting until all of the samples of the IFFT 
are buffered. In addition, the neW scheme can perform bit 
reversed ordering and circular shift on the IFFT input at the 
front stage of the IFFT, contributing to a further reduction in 
the required buffer capacity and the delay. 
[0079] Although the foregoing description of the ?rst 
embodiment and the second embodiment is directed to the 
case Where the present invention is applied to the DIT IFFT, 
the third embodiment Will propose a scheme of performing 
forWard CP copying for the DIF IFFT, thereby contributing to 
a reduction in the required buffer capacity and the delay 
during CP insertion. 

Third Embodiment 

[0080] In the third embodiment, the OFDM transmission 
apparatus can use the intact structure of FIG. 9 described in 
the ?rst embodiment, after simply modifying only the struc 
ture of the OFDM symbol modulator as shoWn in FIG. 12. 
[0081] FIG. 12 illustrates a structure of an OFDM symbol 
modulation apparatus according to the third embodiment of 
the present invention. 






